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ABSTRACT 

Thia report describes the codes which have been developed for the analysis of 

electron cyclotron emission measurements in JET. Their principal function is to interpret 

the spectra measured by the diagnostic so as to give the spatial distr ibut ion of the 

electron tomperoture in the poioidal cross-section, Various systematic affects in the data 

are corrected using look-up tables generated by i n aleborate simulation coda. The part of 

this cade responsible for the accurate calculation c f single-pass emission and refraction 

nos been wr i t ten at CNR-Mitan and i t deseribad in a separate report l\f. 

The present report is divided into two parts. This f irst part describes the methods 

used for the simulation and interpretation of spectra, ths pyiieal/mathematical basis of the 

codes wr i t ten at CEA-Fontoney and presents some il lustrative results. The numerical details 

of the codes* operation are given in part II of the report. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The characteristics of the JET plasma and the ambitious pâture of the ECE diagnos

tic on JET give rise to new problems in the interpretation of ECE measurements. The s im

ple analysis of measured ECE spectra used on smeller tokamaks wil l be quite inadequate for 

JET. A comprehensive sel of numerical simulation and interpretation codes has therefore 

been developed, wi th the principal aim of providing the best possible estimates of the 

2-dimensional electron temperature distr ibut ion from the measured spectra. 

The codes are integrated into a single package, but perform t w o essentially 

different funct ions. The first is to simulate as accurately as possible the spectra which will 

be measured and the second consists of ins actual interpretation of spectra, either 

simulated or measund. The reasons for dividing the problem in this way are explained in 

detail in section 4. Briefly, the most important reason is the considerable amount of com

putation time required for the simulations, (t is not practicable to perform repeated 

simulation calculations during the routine analysis of large amounts of experimental data. 

The simulations are therefore used to generate tables of information which are used to 

guide the interpretation process. The spectra generated during the simulations are also 

used to test the performance of the interpretation process, independently of real data. 

The development of these codes has been shared between the laboratories of 

CNR-Mtlan and CEA-Fontenay. The codes wri t ten at Milan make the accurate calculations of 

single-pass emission and generate the tables of data required by the interpretation code. 

They ara described elsewhere / I / . In this report, the codas written at Fonte nay are 

described. The report is divided into two parts. This first part outlines the structure of 

the whole simulat ion/ interpretat ion process and describes in detaif tha 

physical/mathematical basis of the codes. These codas perform the interpretation of 

spectra and several aspects of the simulation process: a simplified single-pass emission 

calculation, modell ing of wal l reflections and simulation of the measuring instruments. The 

supporting structure which allows flexible operation of the codes and easy interfacing to 

the rest of the JET interpretation code suite has also been wri t ten at Pontenay. Its logical 

structure is outl ined in section 4 and described in detail in part II of the report, where all 

the numerical details of the codes, and user instructions, ore given.-

The Interpretation Code is responsible for oeaucing the Z-aimensionai temperature 

profile from measured lor simulated) spectra. It makes corrections for all the known 

systematic effects in the data iusing look-up taotes of corrections generated by the s imu-
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lation codas) end provides estimates of tha reliabiiitY of the deduced temperatures. The 

simplified singlc^pass emission code is based on on« which has already been used for c a l 

culat ions of ECE in JET fll. while the wall reflection code uses a new model of wait 

reflections developed especially for JET. Finally, the instrument simulation codes allow the 

erfect of the measuring instruments on tha spectra to be quantif ied. 

In section 3 the physical factors relevant to the interpretation of ECE in JET are 

considered and the required input to and output f rom an interpretation code are listed. 

The operating principles of each of the codes wri t ten at Pontenay are described in detail in 

sections S to 9. Some preliminary results ara presented in section 10. Before commencing 

the discussion of the codes, the essential factures of the JET ECE diagnostic are briefly 

recalled in section 2. 
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2 THE JET ECE DIAGNOSTIC 

The diagnostic is descibed in datait in / 3 / , Wa discuss here only those aspects rale-

vent to the present work: the layout and viewing characteristics of the antennas used to 

view the plasma, and the performance of the spectrometers used to measure the amis*ion. 

The plasma is viewed by a sat of tan antennas distributed in an approximator 

fan-shaped array in the poioidai cross-section. By this means the entire poloidal 

cross-section accessible for temperature measurements from the second harmonic of the 

amission tie. tha outer half} ia sampled, and a 2-dimensionaJ temperature profi le can be 

moasurad. Nina of tha antennas are optimised for extraordinary mode, second harmonic 

emission whi le the other (viewing hereon tally, on the m-d-pianej is designed to be used in 

the ordinary mode end should give temperature information across almost the whole 

diameter of the plasma from first harmonic emission. A detailed description of the antenna 

locations and characteristics, together with the standard nomenclature which has been 

adopted to describe them, is given in Appendix A. The data on antenna locations are 

derived f rom drawings supplied by JET, and tha viewing characteristics f rom measurements 

made at NPL. Pïgure B3 in Appendix B shows the beams aecaptad by the nina g-mode 

antennas, including the effects of refraction in a plasma of moderate density, 

Two types of spectrometer wi l l be used to measure the emission: Miehelson and 

Pabry-Perot interferometers. Each type has its particular advantages and disadvantages (see 

/3 / ) . For tha present work, the most important proparties are spectral resolution {or, more 

precisely, the width and form of the instrument funct ion! and the leakage of high 

frequency radiation into the measured signals (which must be eliminated by suitable 

radiation filters). Bot*i these types of spectrometer are widely used for far- infrared 

spectroscopic measurements and their characteristics are well known. The properties of the 

radiation f i l ters which wil l be used wi th the Pabry-Perot interferometers ara also well 

known, having been measured at NPL. We therefore axoect that the simulation of the per

formance of the spectrometer systems las described in secuon 3} will be quits accurate. 
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3 THE INTERPRETATION PROBLEM IN JET 

3.1 The need for an Interprétation Code 

The interpretation of thermal ECS spectra measured on typical present day tokamaks 

to obtain electron temperatures is generally quite straightforward since a number of 

assumptions can be made: 

ai The spatial localization of the observed emission at a given frequency is determined 

bv the intersection ef a very narrow resonance layer wi th an antenna pattern of 

considerably smaller diameter than the plasma column. For the universally employed line 

of sight along a -najor radius this intersection region usually contains only a modest 

variation of electron temperature. 

b) The temperature in the intersection region is the highest to be found anywhere an 

the resonance layer. False measurements due to intense wall reflected radiation are 

therefore not a problem. 

e) For measurements at the second harmonic, displacement and increased divergence of 

the antenna pattern by refraction are rarely significant. 

dl The entire cross-section of the plasma is aeessible to temoerature measurements. 

s) The spectrum is dominated by the second harmonic emission: spurious effects due 

to amission at high frequencies are easily el iminated. 

In the case of the JET diagnostic all of the above assumptions are violated, either 

because of the characteristics of the JET plasma or of the diagnostic itself, or (freouenttyl 

due to a combination of both. In order to develop a technique for the interpretatton of 

measurements made in the whole poloidal cross-section, we therefore need to examine 

carefully the effects of a considerable number of factors. 

Those factors which are due to the nature of the JET plasma are: 

a) The small aspect, ratio of JET. The most serious consequence is harmonic overlap: 

frequencies corresponding to emission on the interior of the second harmonic also cor 

respond to emission at large major radii in the third harmonic. The inside of the plasma 

is thus largely inaccessible, sines the second harmonic radiation emitted there is 

re-absorbed before reaching the outside. A second affect due to the small aspect ratio 

is simply geometric /2/: the angle between a oropa^ating ray and the magnetic field 

cnanges as the ray crosses the plasma. For example, a ray received bv an antenna at an 

angle of 86" to the toroidal field would have passed tha plasma centre (in the aosence 

of refraction) at an angle of 84.5* to the fialo. Since this is no longer very close to 
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perpendicular. Doppler broadening of the emitted radiation may b î mora important than 

expaeteu-

b) High temperatures, (i) At the expected high electron temperatures in JET, relativistic 

broadening of the amission will become quite significant. However, since the optical 

depth wilt be very large, re-absorption wi th in the line will affectively narrow the 

reaonanca so that only the outar surface of tha resonance layer is seen. >n this cat* , 

tha usual criterion for determining whether relativistic or Doppler broadening dominates 

wi l l no longer be applicable. In general, both wil l contr ibute, (iil The high températures 

(and large size of the plasma) lead to strong emission in the high frequency (optically 

thin) part of tha amission spectrum. Any spurious effects in the Fabry-Perot 

interferometers due to leakage of this intense emission into the region used for 

temperature measurements must be estimated. 

el The poioidal f ield. The large poioidal field at the edge of the olasma may have a 

significant affect on the polarization of the propagating radiation. 

The factors arising largely f rom the fact that measurements are to be made along 

lines of sight out of the mid-piane are: 

dî Refraction and divergenca of the antenna pattern become very important. Not only 

may the position where the observed radiation is emitted be considerably changed by 

refraction, but the refraction also increases beam divergence. Even wi th an optimised 

antenna pattern, there wi l l in soma cases be a considerable variation in electron 

temperature across the w id th of the beam. 

e) In tha outer channels, temperature measurements must be made in the presence of 

intense wall reflected emission originating from the mid-plane. The requirement that 

this radiation is absorbed ("screened") in rhe resonance layer being used for tha 

temperature measurement puts more severe limits on the minimum optical depth than is 

the ease for mid-piane measurements. 

f) The poioidal field wi l l contr ibute a longitudinal component to the total f ield in the 

outer channels, since the lines of sight w i l l be, in soma places, tangential .to the flux 

surfaces PJ. This wi l l also introduce Doppler broadening. 

Clearly, ail the above factors will need to be taken into account in the analysis of 

JET spectra it me mi l potential of The diagnostic is to be realised, m sec;ion 4 the techni 

que used to do this is described. Fir si. however, we look at what input is necessary for 

the interpretation process and what kind of output information it snouid produce. 
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3.2 Input required for the interpretation 

The principal input data will, of course, be the ECE spaetra measured in all the 

available antennas. We assume that the spaetra transmitted to the Interpretat ion Code will 

have been already processed, <e. Fourier transforms will have been made if or ihe 

Miehelsons) and spectral calibration performed. 

In order to correct for refraction effects, electron density information is required. 

The minimum information would be the central density (c reasonable profi le would have to 

be assumed), but profile and plasma shape data is very desirable to allow a .-nore reliable 

interpretat ion. 

Data from flux loops which will give the shapa of the outermost flux surface Ban be 

ad dec* directly to the ECE data when the olaama shape is deduced. It should help stabilize 

the f i t t ing of a olaama shape. The magnetics data wilt also be required to estimate the 

poloidal f ield, which must be known in order to correctly localize the emission. 

3.3 Output required from the interpretation 

T h * plasma shape is specified analytically by a coordinate transformation between 

"polar" coordinates {f the normalized flux surface f*!>ei. and the poloidal angle y) and 

cartesian coordinates (R ins <?<ajor radius and t the vertical position) - see Aooendix D for 

details. This coordinate transform contains a set of parameters wh i tn specify the shape. 

One of the outputs from the interpretation must be a set of be. ( . it values for these 

parameters. 

Given the plasma shape, the temperature profi le is a funct ion o n i , of ? An analytic 

form is assumed for the profile (see section 9.2) and the interpretation must give fittea 

values for its free parameters. 

In addition to the parameters above which specify ;he 2-dimensional Température 

profile, the interpretation should also provide estimates of the accuracy ana reliability of 

its results. These can be of three kinds: 

a) Estimate* of the volume of spatial averaging or each measurement point and the size 

of the correction required for screening. 

bi A statistical measure of the goodness of fit of the deduced shaoe and arc-file 

parameters. 

c) A measure of the difference between the deduced shape and profite j n : - -ess usea 

during the application of corrections for refraction ate. 
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The estimates in b) and c. could be used as th? basts for an iterative procedure: the 

interpretation could be repeated using corrections appropriate to the pl»tma shspe and 

profi le previouslv deduced. Thie iterative technique hes not yet been implemented, but the 

code structure hes been wr i t ten in such a way that it can be added. The detail!» of how the 

present version of the Interpret et ion Code deduces the f i t ted parameters and reliability 

estimates are given in section 9. 
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4 THE SIMULATION/INTERPRETATION TECHNIQUE 

The solution which has boon adopted to solve the interpretation problem (discussed 

in section 31 is to divide the code? into separate simulation and interpretation functions. 

The Simulation Code provides two kinds of output : 

i) Look-up tablas of data, which are used by the interpretation Code tc correct for the 

systematic affects which distort the spectra (see section 9). 

iii Accurate simulations of measured spectre, which wil l be used to test the performance 

and limits of the interpretation process. 

by the use of look-up tablas, the Interprétai ion Code is freed from the lengthy cal -

eu j t ions required during simulation and is k'>r' :s simple as passible, l o t . i these 

advantages wil l be vary important during the analyst * < Î reel dat'i. 

in order that this technique be useful, the whole set of codes must be built into a 

single structure, which is capable of various modes of operation. For example, the 

Interpretation Coda ahouJd be easily switchabia between the analysis of root and simulated 

spectra, it should be possible to repeat the spectrometer simulation {with different 

parameters) wi thout repeating the emission calculations, etc. The structure which is used 

to achieve this flexibility is outl ined below, and described in mare detail in part II of the 

report. 

The s imulat ion/ interprsiat i rn process is divided into modular units, ea ih unit 

performing a logically distinct funct ion and able to be turned on or of f more-or- tess 

independently of the others. Some of the modules perform simple functions, such as input 

or output , while the others contain the major physics eodes. Ignoring the simpler inodules, 

we can thus describe tha whole process as a series of steps: 

1) Calculation of single-pass emission, that is the intensity added to c ray propagating 

in an arbitrary direction as it passes once through the plasma. This is the role of the 

Milan Code / I / . A simpler coda which makes the the same calculation tend he» been used 

for the preliminary results reported in section 10) i t described in s e c ion 5. 

2} Calculation of wall reflected intensity. The reason for separating this from the 

single-pass calculation is that a model of reflections wi th realistic assumptions is only 

computationally feasible [for the calculation of large numbers of spectra) if the emission 

calculation itself is ver/ simple, *<nce the present simulations are concerned primarily 

wi th temperature measurements, the wall reflected intensity ir essentially a perturbation 

on the measurement, and we can accept limited accuracy in the results. The arguments 
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presented in / 6 / indicate that, in any case, it is probably not possible to modal the 

reflection process with the sams, kind of accuracy as is possible for the single-pass 

amission. 

3) The total i n t e n s i t y . ^ For each ray is obtained bv using the simple relation 

I T - l„ * l „ - « % , 

where J and I L are the single-pass and reflected intensities, and r i s the sing,e-pass 

optical depth. The values of tola! intensity tor all the rays used to rapraient the beam 

received by an «menne ara combined using a weighted average to give the beam 

averaged intensity in each antenna. 

4| Various beam averaged quantit ies are calculated and wri t ten into a look-up table for 

use by the Interpretation Code. 

5) The beam averaged intensities ara passed to me code which simulates the measuring 

instruments. This code models tha spectral resolution, black-body calibration and hi^h 

freq-.ency leakage effects in the spectrometers. 

6) Spectra, either measured or simulated, are passed to the Interpretation Code, together 

w i th a look-up table specified by the user. Estimates of land compensation for) the 

various effects listed in section 3 i r e made by the Interpretation Code, using the data in 

the look-up table, and the 2-dimensional temperature orofi le is deducsd. 

A simplified f low chart i l lustrating these operations is shown in figure 1. The 

eftipaes represent data: input data an the left (D labels;, temporary storage in i o centre IT 

labels) and permanent storage on the right (P labelsi. The various code sections (modules 

or groups of modules) are represented by rectangles. Execution can commence wi th any of 

the three codes on the left and continues down the page, executing whichever of the 

codes are required. The f low of data into and out of îhe d i f f i ren t code sections is shown 

by the arrows. It should be noted that the amission spectra and look-up tables can be 

stored permanently (since they are very l ime consuming to calculate) but the simulated 

output signals from the spectrometers (which are relatively auick to calculate from the 

emission spectra) are not stored. Provision is also made for storing the final result* of the 

Interpretation Code. 
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5 THE SIMPLE SINGLE-PASS EMISSION CALCULATION 

5.1 Purpose of the calculation 

Tha accurate single-pass amission coda, being wr i t ten at Milan, has baan 

supplemented by a simpler code which has already been used for calculations in JET /2A At 

present this code serves two purposes: 

a) During the development of t h * in tar prêtât ion code, and to test the whole code st ruc

ture, single-pass emission calculations are required. Tha preliminary results presented in 

section 10 were obtained using spectra generated by this coda. For a more thorough 

investigation of tha behaviour of the Interpretation Coda, the Milan Cade will be used. 

bl In the simulation of tha spectrometers {particularly tha Febry-Parots) it is necessary 

to have a complete emission spectrum, thet is, one which includes the intense emission 

at high frequencies. However, it is not necessary that this p a n of tha spectrum be 

simulaied wi th the same accuracy as the region ur.ad for temperature measurements 

since the radiation filters are designed to ensure that very l itt le "leakage" into the low 

frequenry region occurs. It wi l l probably be possible to retain the simple code for this 

purpose. 

5.2 Description of the calculation technique 

The simp List way to calculate single-pass emission would be to use the 

space-localized approximation for propagation perpendicular to the magnetic field, as in 

section 6.3. However, considerably battar accuracy can be obtained (wi thout too great an 

increase in computat ion time) by including relet i vis tic broadening. The radiation transport 

equation M/ must now be solved numerically using the relativistic form of the absorption 

coefficient / 5 / . This is the technique used in the PLUMB coda described here. It specifically 

excludes: 

a) Refraction. 

bt Effects due to non-perpendicular propagation (Doppier broadening). 

e) Change in total field magnitude due to the poloidal field (although this could easily 

be added). 

d> Polarization changes during propagation through a varying poloidal field. 

Harmonic overlap 'S included and averaging over a number of rays (in *ne soioidal 

cross-section) is possible. 



We wr i ta tha radiation transport aquation as 

r f*-
1 = 1 it) e- • <£* ™ 

w h e r e - D * ' i s the blecie-bodv intensity leither in abto luta units, saa saetion 6.1. or as a 

radiation tafflparatura) and 

•Miyaia* 

Z = - < >i (S) • M , <» 

o<fc) baing tha absorption coafficiant as a funct ion of tha spatial coordinate along tha lina 

of sight. For tha mth harmonie, extraordinary mods, tha absorption coefficient can b# 

wr i t ten /$/•• 

whara W is tha radiation frequency, and the spatial variation is contained in tha variables 

m a ; 

and F is tha "finita dansity" corraetîon factor. The absorption coaffieient for the 

ordinary moda has the same functional form with a dif ferent density correction factor, F^ , 

and an additional factor of 

( i - (»/<i<Jcf)/(Z-*3) 
16) 

The f ini ta density factor for tha O-mode is related simply to tha refractive index 

M 
(AJ I: 

2 - . - t 

171 FT = j y - j 



,\T = ( i - v ) H 

2 

(J e is the cyclotron frequency. If the wave frequency, f, of the radiation is measured in GHz. 

then 

Y ~ %06-lf, r y / f * 

For the E-mode. the expressions are a l i tt le more complicated: 
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6 THE WALL REFLECTION MODEL 

The wall reflection modal developed for JET has been described in detail in a 

separate report .'6/ to which the reader is referred for mora information, in this section we 

present the essential physiea and mot hematic» of the model. Tha details of the 

implementation in JET geometry and the numerical techniques are contained in part II of 

This report. 

6.1 Background 

Tha theory of tokamak ECE /7.S/ showa that, in general, the second harmonie 

extraordinary mode IE-model is optical ly ' thick whan viewed along a major radius, whi le tha 

higher harmonics are either optically thin or "grey". In the ordinary mode (O-model rhe 

first haimotiic is usually optically thick while tha second mid higher harmonies have small 

optical depths. Measurements on a number of tokamaki have shown: 

i) the intanaity of optically thin extraordinary mode emission is **10 greater than that 

predicted wi thout reflections, and 

ii) the intensity of the two modes is comparable at oil frequencies (with the r -«sible 

exception of the first harmonic). 

To explain these résulta, t w o different reflection models have been widely used. 

They will now be described, and their usefulness for the JET simulations discussed. 

The plane-parallel model /9V has been the most widely used, since it Î3 simple to 

apply, and it frequently gives reasonable agreement wi th experiments. The plasmi is 

assumed to Me between two plane parallel reflecting walls. The radiation propagates 

back-and-for th between the walla, always ro l lowmg the same pat>i perpendicular to the 

magnetic f ield. In the context of the present work, we describe this as a one-dimensional 

model, since only the variation of plasma parameters along a single line (the major radius 

through the plasma centra) enters the calculation. 

To calculate the emission at frequency f, resonant at point P in the plasma, we 

require the optical depth at P. the emission intensity of a black-body of the same 

temperature as the plasma at P, and the wall reflectivity. The optical depths for the two 

modes, T and 7 ' , era usually calculated using analytic functions of the temperature and 

density at P isee section 5.3). The black-bod y intensity is given by the Aeyieigh-Jeans law: 
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If f is in GHz, .; in kaV and tha intensity in p W / H x / m V s t e r (par mode) than the constant 

of proport ionali ty is 1782.7. In most codec it is mors convenient to usa tha "rsdietian 

temperature ' instead of tha absolute intensity. This is the convention used in the codes 

described here, except for the instrument simulations which must use real intensity units. 

The reflectivity >s usually described by two parameters: -ç the "direct reflectivity", or f rac 

tion of the incident power reflected into the lama mode, and *£ the "cross reflectivity", or 

fraction of the incident power reflected into the or thogonal mode. It is generally possible 

to assume that T • 0 (except in the f irst harmonic or at vary high temperatures). The 

resulting emission intensities ara then / 9 / : 

T'" - T 1 - ^C-V") 

and 

(141 

I " 1 = l " \ - ^ r -

other hand, if the "polarization scrambling* 1 is ignored |ie.*ê • 0) the expressions in 

equations 14 simplifiy even further: 

i ' « _ -r i. - J^iC-t") 

"T-~~J 

I - O . 

It is clear from equations 14 that by choosing a suitable value of -fj" the 

experimentally observed enhancement of optically thin E-mode emission can be achieved. 

Similarly, increased 0 - m o d e intensity can be obtained by taking a large enougn value of %, 

Physically, the polarization scrambling represented by - £ is at tr ibuted to the irregular sur

face of tha raal vacuum vessel, in practice. **7 < 0-2 is generally adequate, and the total 

effective reflectivity. *£ + ~tl. whi le eiase to unity, is less than the reflectivity of a plana 

metal surface at these wavelengths / 9 / . The difference between the total effective 

reflectivity and the real reflectivity of the metal is attr ibuted to the presence of ports and 

various structures on the walls of tha vacuum vassal. 

To overcome the deficiencies of tne plane-parallel model, a ray tracing cade was 

developed by S.Tamor / n / . A set of rays is used to represent the beam received by an 

antenna, and these are tracked through a plasma in full toroidal geometry. A variety of 
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options are available to simulate wall reflections: polarization conserving reflections, 

polarization scrambling las in the plane-parallel model), specular or diffuse reflectivity, etc. 

Tha plasma amission and absorption along the ray trajectory are calculated directly from 

tha dielectric tensor, so all the relevant broadening mechanisms (in particular, Oopplor and 

reiativisticl are included. Published results obtained with this code / 1 2 / have not ineludeo 

the so called "finite density" effects (see section 6.3» >n thr plasms -.-- ' -sion o: r«fr»c**on 

of the rays, although in principle both could be added, at the cost of increased 

computat ional complexity. Nevertheless, detailed comparison wi th amission measurements 

made on TFR / 1 2 / showed generally good agreement. The principal differences were that 

the code did not predict almost exactly equal intensities in the two modes nor isotropy of 

the amission (when viewed radially and vertically) both of which were observed 

experimentally. Por observation along a major radius in the E-mode the agreement between 

axperiment and calculation was good, 

A disadvantage of this coda (for application to JET) is the complexity of the ca lcu

lations involved (especially if the refraction and f ini te-density at 1 j e t s were to be included). 

Moreover, we do not believe that truly realistic calculation of either wal l reflections or 

refraction during many peases of the radiation through the plasma is possible; the exact 

shape of the vacuum vassal is too complicated, and tha complete spatial variation of the 

electron density can never be measured wi th sufficient accuracy. We therefore conclude 

that for the present simulations the Tamor code i« not the best choice, and the c o m b i -

netion of accurate single-paas emission calculations wi th the reflection model proposed 

here, is more appropriate. 

6.2 The diffuse reflection model 

The new ECE reflection model usas an approach similar to that employed in the 

modelling of black-body cavities at optical wavelengths. In the search far good black-body 

cavities, many cavity forms have been investigated, both experimentally and by calculation 

/13 / . To calculate cavtty properties, the walls of the cavity ara assumed to have 'Same 

particular reflection characteristic (usually completely diffusai and the interchange of 

energy between all the points on the walls is wri t ten as a set of integral equations. 

Depending on the cavity form, these equations may be solved partly analytically or entirely 

numerically to give the intensity distribution on the watts and at the exit hole of tha 

cavity 
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For ECE tha situation is mora complicatad t inea in at sad of tha radiation sourca 

baing tha wal l (a gray body of uniform tamparatura) w i hava a spatially non-un i form 

omitting and absorbing layar whosa proparties dapand on tha direction of propagation of 

tha radiation. To reduce tha computational complexity of such a modal to a raaaonabla 

(aval, we therefore make tha fo l lowing assumptions: 

i) The plasma is taken to be t w o dimensional, ia. tha variation of all tha plasma 

parameters in the poloidal cross-section is ineludsd, and tha radiation is restricted to 

this plana. 

iil Refraction is ignored. 

iii) The wall reflections are assumed to ba completely diffusa. 

i-.| The amission and absorption are calculated using the relatively simple formulae of 

tha space-localized approximation /?,8/-

Clearly, these assumptions do not correspond exactly to the real situation in tha 

plasma. However, given tha impossibility of calculating precisely the refraction and wall 

reflections, this model should provide i reasonably good representation of the behaviour 

of tha radiat ion in the vacuum vassal w i thout being too unwieldy and t ima consuming for 

repeated numerical computations. Tha possibility of generalizing the modal by removing or 

re'axing soma of the above assumptions (particularly i and iv) is diseussad in /$/. 

Using tha above aaaumptions, a set of aquations wilt ba developed which describe 

tha interchange of radiant power between all the elements in e mesh of points distr ibuted 

around tha wal l , end between the plasms and the wal l . These aquations wi l l ba wr i t ten as a 

oair of simultaneous matrix equations (one for aach mode) which can than be solved to 

f ind tha equil ibrium distr ibution of the reflected intensity around the well-

6.3 Mathematics a i the diffuse reflection model 

The basic 2-difliensionsl geometry usad in tha diffuse reflection modal is shown in 

figure 2. The essential features are: 

it A 2-dimensionel plaama of arbitrary shape. 

iil A reflecting wall of arbitrary shape. {The present version of the code is suitable only 

for walls which are ever where concave, so that every point on the wal l is visible from 

every other point). 

iir> One or mora resonance Savers ror rather, resonance lines since the model is 

2-dimensionaO which wa assume to be straight and vertical. 
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The simplest way to develop the modal far the present calculations is to use a 

matrix approach, rather than integral equations. The wall is divided into N sectors, and a 

sat of M aquations are derived expressing the interchange of powar between the sectors, 

taking into account plssma emission and absorpt ion. 

Each taetor is assumed to be small enough that it can be approximated by a 

straight Una of length £- 6-.To eaJculata the power transfer from one sector to another we 

usa the 2-dimansional analogue of the familiar sol id-angle times area formula. Figure 3 

illustrates the geometry. To obtain the powar I P̂ - ) received by sector j f rom sector ; we 

require: the intensity emitted by sector i ( I c - , assumed uniform in all directions), the length 

of sector i ( L ( ) . the angle subtended by sector j at the centre of sector i K^fcA, and tne 

angle between the normal to sector i and the lino joining the eantres of the two sectors 

?.. = I . . ( L , \<**fi{\). *?cj , (16Î 

where £.,7<"/f/(the length L- projected onto the direction perpendicular to the line joining 

the two sectors} is the 2-dimensional analogue of area, and ^ft-j is the 2-dimansional 

equivalent of solid-angla. Since we assume that J . is independent of angle, equation 16 

may be easily integrated over a half-circle \f » -f/2 to +nV2) to obtain the total power 

{ P. ) emitted by the sector: 

* 2 1; L: [171 

This is the 2-dimensional analogue of Lambert's Law /14 / . 

We define the wail reflectivity in terms of the fraction of incident power reflected 

into the two modes, in exact analogy with the plane-parallel model (section S.7Ï, If the total 

radiant power fall ing on sector i is P" t in the E-mode and ^*v- in the O-mode. then tne 

corresponding reflected powers./ 3 /?". ' , are given by: 

PR*-* « -r p*r + ^P f l w - « 

Using equation 17 we therefore have the intensity reflected by sector i: 

I :«'* » t: '^>?q-- ' r ~-?*'--") 
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The powet arriving at the sector is made up of t w o ports: the plasme emission and 

the power reflected from all the other sectors. Subst i tut ion of the expressions for this 

power into equation 19 wil l g iv* the intensities reflected from each sector in terms of the 

intensities reflected from all the other sectors- The problem will then be simply to solve 

these N equations to obtain the N value» of I . . 

The power reflected onto rector i f rom ell the other sectors is given simply by > 

sum of f t t - 1 ! expressions the seme as equation 16, wi th a factor due the plasma absorption 

added: 

whars T roprasants tha transmission of a ray propagating from rha contra of sector j to 

Ins eantra of sector i: 

{21> 
i" 

X¥ bsing the optical dapth and «*s S^ a geometrical factor. The calculation of these 

quantities is described below. 

Since the model iMSumês no symmetry in the plasma shape, and since the resonance 

line is vertical, it is easiest to calculate the power arriving at sector i due to direct fie. 

g n reflected) plasma emission using aquation 16 in cartesian coordinates: 

C U 

> • 

<•**» < / , (221 

where =•„,;„ and 4mirK are the y coordinates where the resonance line crosses the plasma 

edge, and S^ ' , ; j is the plasma «mission from a point on the resonance line in the direction 

of seetor i (for calculation of ^ v j ) see next section). The length of the emit t ing element. 

dy, projected onto the direction perpendicular to the line joining the two sectors is 

ot*> M > . - . ^ and 3-,--y i s t b * angle angle subtended by the sector i at the point of 

emission. This geometry is shown in figure 4. Expressions for c*i *..•(*) and /S(j)in terms of 

car:esiar. coordinates are derived in part ïl of the report. 

Combining eauations 19,20 and 22 gives: 



r , » . . . (231 

and similarly for t h * O-mod* . To simplify the wr i t ing of the summations, they have been 

extended over all N sectors by wr i t ing 06^ ." 0 for all L 

The 2N equations represented by equation 23 iN for each mode) are most simply 

wri t ten in matrix form: 

whore t h * etamants of the various vectors and matrices are defined as fol lows: 

(24) 

ï!:" 

[ I 7 = ÏI7 V l°'^/'cfi* ,26' 

We note that tha last group of terms in equation 26 depend only on the geometry of the 

wall and the distribution of mashes. Therafore. they need only be calculated once, whereas 

all tha othar tarma in aquations 26 and 27 must be re-calculated for each change of 

frequency or plasma parameters. 

Since we know from the physics of the problem that equations 23 always have s o l u 

tions for X a n a * X ' t a n d that these are unique) it is possible to wr i te down the solutions 

explicitly in terms of inverse matrices. However, this solution is rather unwieldv since it 

involves four matrix inversions and a number of matrix multipl ications. A better method is 



to usa iteration. Given reasonably good initial g u e t t e s for Z and 1 , it has been found 

thai only a few iterations of aquation 24 are needed for convergence. 

To find a start ing point for the iteration we assume that the intensities are 

isotropic Each initial intensity, / . , can then ba calculated using aquation 23 with the 1 

taken outside the summation and all sai equal to / . That is, wri t ing 

and « J M F 

B?* * Tt. f S*fa>/J.-^/-< (*/^ • ,291 

.«> , (fl II) « 

«*) 
Prom which the initial intensities are easily obtained: 

y1" = rc.Br^Oi-'.o+ ̂ Br^oc/ 
' • I - 1311 

and similarly for the O-mode (with the E and 0 indices interchanged!. The initial 

intensities given by this method ara in fact not self-consist ant, since we find that all :he 

/ are different a l though it was assumed m the calculation of each 7 that all tne __ 

were equal- Nevertheless, since the f inal solution for the i t - is always reasonably close to 

being isotropic, the rt provide a good start ing point for the i teration. 

For each frequency in the spectrum, a considerable number of amission and absorp

tion calculations must be mads: the 2N integrals of aquation 26 and N(N-1}/2 values of 

transmission for aquation 27 t not N values, since T •T.. and T£. • 0 for all i and jl. We 

therefore use the spaseHocatizea approximation tor the emission /?/ since in<s is -->e 

simolest to calculate. This restriction is not fundamental to the model: any emission calcu

lation could ba used. Sut, as discussed earlier, the impossibility of modelling ref!ec:<ons 



axactty implias that there is no benefit to ba gained hare from highly accurate emission 

calculations. 

In tha spacaHocafizfld approximation, the amission intensity from a point P on tha 

resonance line wi th coordinates (x .̂ y), for propagation at an angle £ $ wi th respect to the 

horizontal is: 

where IM is tha black-body intensity at P (aquation 13), 1* is tha optical dapth at P and the 

cosine is a geometries' factor which accounts for the affective path length through the 

resonance layer. 

Expressions for the optical depths, including the so called "f inite density' effects 

(ie. the influença on the optical depth of tha plasma rafraetive index and the f in i te Larmor 

radius) have bean given by Sornatici /&7- It ia convenient to write the optical depth (T* i 

as a product of its tenuous plasma approximation Ct^ l and a f inite density factor ( r ^ 7 : 

T *• 

The T_ ere given by: 

(34) 

" 3.«. « 

where m is the harmonic number, n € . Tg an à R are the density, temperature and major 

radius at point P, and B, and R # are tha magnetic field and radius at the centre ai the 

__._ m and C are funct ions of fundamental constants and the harmonic 

number only: 

135) 

0 " (~-i)! 



where the numerical value of the cor .o^nt applies when the density •" equation 34 is 

measured in units of 10**19 m**-3 , the température in keV, the magnetic field in Testa and 

the radii in metres. 

The f in i te density factors are the same as those given in section 5.2. equations 7 to 

12. 
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7 GENERATION OF THE LOOK-UP TABLES 

Tha look-up tablas ILUTs) contain baam avaragad quantif ias which ara usad by tna 

Interpretation Coda. The averages of ail quantit ies ara made using tha aimple technique 

described in paragraph 6.4 of Appendix A. 

Tha Interpretation Coda requires quantit ies which describe (for each frequency): tha 

position of tha rasonanca, wi th retraction; tae spatial averaging volume of tha resonance: 

the screening provided by the resonance layer, and the data needed for « screening correc

tion* see section 9.2). Parameters to describe possible changes in polarization due to p r o 

pagation of a ray through a varying poloidai field should ba included at a later stage whan 

the emission codas are able to provide them. Data usaful to tha Intarpratation Code, but 

ralativaly aasily re-calculated (such as tha temperature at tha effective resonance point) are 

not included in tha LUT in order to save storage space. 

Tha 12 quantit ies entered into tha LUT, for each frequency in each antenna arm 

l isted below. Where the polarisation mode is not mentioned explietly, it is assumed to ba 

tha mode which tha antenna is designed to receive. 

11 Effective resonance major radius, "V The radius whara the temperature profile has 

tha same value as the amission radiation temperature. 

2) Effective vertical posit ion, z P The z-coordinate at radius A p , including tha effects of 

refraction. 

3) Tha radius spread, Û , . This is defined in terms of tha optical depth fas a funct ion of 

radius, cf. equation 3) obtained by integrating from the antenna into the plasma. H- is 

half tha distança between the radii where ? • 0.01 and ? • 4. For rays where the optical 

depth does not reach 4. we take the radius where the intensity has reached 98% of its 

total value. 

4) The central radius, /? . . This is the radius half way between tha two "l imit ing" radii 

defined in 3). 

51 The lower limit of vertical p o s i t i o n , ^ . The beam average of tha vertical coordinate at 

the resonance for a» tha rays which ara below the position ZF. 

6) The upper limit of vertical position. ?„ Defined as ZL but tha average is made over 

those rays which lie above Z p tie. those having a z-soordinate greater than zr). 

71 E-moce single-pass emission intensity. Y£. 

8} O-mooe smgie-pass emission intensity, V9. 

9} E-mode single-pass transmission, 7^ . Note that the transmission for each ray. .-atner 

than the optical depth, must be averaged) 
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lût O-mode si- «-pass transmission. Té. 

711 E-modo wall raflactad intensity. ^ . This is not a baam average: saa Appendix A of 

part II of tha raport. 

12) O-moda wall raflactad intensity, \/m. 

Tha application of thaaa quantities lo tba interpretation is explained in saetion 9.2. 
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8 SIMULATION OF THE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 

An extensive study of the results of the Fabry-Perot simulation has already been 

reported / I S / . The details of tha simulation technique, but only a few of the results, are 

reproduced in this report. 

8.1 Outl ine of tha simulation 

For the purposes of this work, we consider the measuring instruments to inciude 

the spectrometers, with issoeiatad radiation fi lters, and iha detectors. The code to 

ealculata tha avaragas over the raya representing each antenna is contained in s separata 

routine, since it ia also needed during the calculation of the look-up tables. 

The start ing point for the instrument simulation is the spectrum coupled <nto the 

waveguide at tha plasma. Tha factors to be included in the calculations are then: 

a) Characteristics of tha transmission system. 

b) Radiation f i l ters. 

c) Convolution wi th the instrument funct ion of tha spectrometer. 

dt Detector spectral response. 

a) Ratio against a calibration spectrum. 

It is convenient to put a), b) and d) together, to give what we call the "system 

response". Tha incoming spectra (converted from the radiation temperature units used in 

the emissian codes to real intensity units) ara then multiplied by the system response 

before the convolution is performed. The spectral calibration is. in the present simulations, 

a calculated black-body response. That is. a black-body spectrum is also multipl ied by the 

system response and convolved w i t h the instrument funct ion. This simulates exactly the 

experimental calibration using a black-body source. Possible improvements in the ca l i 

bration technique, using swept frequency narrow band sources, are discussed briefly in 

n s/. 

The resulting "measured" spectrum is the input to the Interpretation Code, since it 

is assumed that this is the form in which real data wi l l be available [see also section 91. 

8.2 The System response 

In all recuits so far obtained with the code, the transmission cnaractenstics of the 

waveguide system have been ignored since they should disappear when the calibration 
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ratio i t made. Waveguide characteristics could easily be added, as part of the detector 

response if required. 

The detector response used in those simulations is not a critical factor: its role is 

to provide high frequency rol l -of f to limit the "leakage" of high order radiation through 

the Fsbry-Perots (see below). Structure in the response at low frequencies is likely wi th a 

real detector, bui this is an experimental problem (it is difficult to measure! and has no 

importance for the simulations. The code could be used to study the effects of errors in 

the measurement of the detector response if this should be found useful. The detector 

response. D(f}. used in the code at present is: 

0 ( 0 = 1 f" i 2«o ^ i 

= (I too - F)/&**)* zoo < f *8oe GHt

 l 3 6 1 

=. 0 f7 > B*«o &llx 

The codas have bui l t - in a number of low-pass radiation f i l ters (see Table I) based 

on data obtained at NPL for int tr ferenea fi l ters / 1 6 / (types El and Ell in Table II and results 

available in the l iterature (grating fi lters, see / 1 7 / I . The interference fi l ters are characterised 

by good low frequency transmission, a steep cu t -o f f edge and low stop band transmission 

Iwi th leaks at multiples of the edge frequency). The grating fi lters are assumed to have flat 

pass-band transmission, a relatively wide edge region and reasonable rejection in tha stop 

band- A selection of fi lters is therefore used to give both the required sharp cut -o f f edge 

and uniformly high stop band rejection. 

For convenience, each fi lter in Table I is assigned a coda number. A typical f i lter set 

would const i tute one number 14 or 24 interference fi lter plus several number 32 grating 

fi lters. To study the filter problem in more general terms, a "variable" filter (cade number 

40) can also be used. Its cu t -o f f frequency, edge s lop* and stop band transmission ara all 

input parameters. This filter has been used in the «each for an idealized "optimum" fi lter 

for tha Fabry—Perots which may aid future f i l tor design. The results obtained are reported 

in Appendix C. 
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TABLE I : CHARACTERISTICS OF FILTERS.CURRENTLY 
IMPLEMENTED IN THE FPSIM CODE 

TYPE CODE 
NUMBER edge (GHz) 

CHARACTERISTICS 

SIMPLE 0 - NO FILTRATION SIMPLE 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

115 
127 
138 
150 
162 

fedge < f < fedge + 6 : L I N E A R D E C R E A S E 

f > fedge + 6 : T " °- 0' 

SIMPLE 

6 165 VERTICAL EDGE, NO LEAK 

E I 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

118 129 141 153 165 180 200 230 

f < °- 9 2 fedge : °- 8 5 « T < ' 
f > 1 - 3 f e d g e : T < °- 0 0 1 

EXCEPT 
f *• 2 fedge : L E A K ( T = ° - 0 0 5 ) 

f > 3.1 f e d g e : LEAK (T = 0.5) 

E II 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

118 
129 
141 
153 
165 
180 
200 
230 

f « f e d g e : 0 . 8 4 X < T < 1 
f > 1 - 4 f e d g e ^ T < 0.001 

EXCEPT 
f - 2 f e d g e , f -, 3 f e d g f i : LEAK (T = 0.005) 

f > 4.5 f e d g e : LEAK (T = 0.5) 

GRATINS 30 31 32 
33 34 j 

130 j f « f . : T = 1 
190 '• fedge < f < 1-5 W : L I N E A R D E C R E A S E | 
IIS f » ' - 5 f e d g e : T = °-' I 



8.3 Convolution wi th the instrument funct ion 

The output signal from a spectrometer can b« wri t ten as the fol lowing convolut ion 

integral: 

n(f.) = J sen *ro ut,*.) ** . W) 

The input spectrum. Sit), is mult ipl ied by the system response. Rff), (the product of the 

f i l ter transmission and the detector response) and then convolved wi th the instrument 

function X f tC ) . The instrument funct ion is defined as the output from the spectrometer at 

frequency f» for s single frequency input at frequency f. 

To apply the spectral calibration it is assumed that the instrument funct ion is 

narrower than «ny structure in the spectrum, so that the integral in equation 137) can be 

approximated as: 

M((.) « c(t) S(f.) , M 

where Cff, ) is some calibration funct ion. The same result i * true for a black-body source, 

Ma(f.) = cet), ^(f.) 7 «9, 

and hence the deduced spectrum S D (f) can be obtained f rom M(f): 

5 D ( f ) H S3(f) M(f)/n3(f). (40) 

Since calibration black-bodies obey the Rayleigh-Jeans law at these wavelengths, w e can 

w r i t * a "normalized black-body response" aa: 

° (41) 

The deduced spectrum is Then 

, r~ „ „\ / 
-> „ . ... .. . O 



The simulation calculation thus conaiats of tha evaluation of tha t w o integrate in 

equations 41 end 42, using the appropriate instrument funct ion. 

a .4 Tha Fjbry- l»erot instrument function 

The F; i try-Ptrot instrument function has the wail known form / 1 8 / : 

(43) 

where a is the loss by absorption and scatter at each reflection, r is the p la t * reflectivity 

and 

$ = 2ireCf/c + f (44) 

w i t h d being the p la t * separation (whioh defines fM I and f> the phase change on reflection. 

For tha metal meshes used in millimetre wavelength Fabry-Perots. good approximate 

formulae exist for the quantities a, r and f /187: 

(451 

where k and a, are [mash dependent) constants. Values for these constants for the rcashes 

which wil l be used on JET ore given in Teble II . 

TABLE II: METAL MESH PARAMETERS 

CODE No. LINES/INCH k ac 
FINESSE 

AT 150 GHz 

-1 30 3.45 x 10" 3 8.82 x 10" 4 13 

* 2 100 2.21 x 10" 3 6.15 x 10" 4 30 

* 3 125 1.43 x 10" 3 4.79 x 10" 4 70 
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Tha naad for efficient radiation fitters is explained by aquation 43. Tha instrumani 

funct ion passas through a maximum etch tima £ changes by ft*- Since tha Fabry-Perots ara 

usad in first ordar, wa therefore hava resonances at all multiplias of the desired 

measurement frequency. Moreover, the mesh reflectivity decreases w i t h increasing frequency 

(equation 45) so that the higher order resonances are wider (lower finesse} and can t r a n s 

mit a large amount of power: Low pass r id iat ion fi lters ara tha required solution. 

8.S Tha Mlciielson instrument function 

In the case of non-apodJzed interferograms, The Michelson instrument function is 

usually wr i t ten in the form / 1 9 / : 

I (°-,r.) = 1T (**-<rJ) 

where the frequencies e~ and o^ are in cm* 1 and the maximum path difference in the 

interferogram. p, is in cm. Wa use GHz as the frequency unit and meaeura spectral 

resolution using the parameter R, the he l f -w id th at halt -maximum IHWHMI of the i n s t r u 

ment funct ion, for %»tier comparison wi th the Fabry-pgrots. Tha parameters p (in em) and R 

(in GHz) ara related by 

f> = ?.OH3/l? 

Tha instrument funct ion (still normalized lo unit araa) therefore becomes: 

-SA - ' J = ir(f-r'.\ 

the numerical constant (also needed to obtain aquation 47) being the solution of the 

aquation sinc(x) * 0,5. 

The moat commonly used apodization technique / 1 9 / involves mult ipf ing the 

interferogram by a cos-squared weight ing function. This is équivalant to multiplying tha 

aoove instrument function bv a factor 

(491 

This is an opt ion available in the code. 



^ 
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9 THE INTERPRETATION OF SPECTRA 

In ordai to kaap tha iniarpratation procass as simpla a i poistbla. the various 

systematic effects described in saetion 3 ara traatad sequentially- Ttia coda has baen 

wr i t ten so as to parmit an i tarât ion of this saauoneo of eorractions to ba addad at a latar 

stago if necessary. This first varaion of tha Interpretation Coda is raatrietad to tha usa of 

just ona look-up tabla, specified by tha usar. Whon a larga library of UUTs becomes 

available, saiaetion by the coda itself of tha most appropriât* LUT for each iteration m«v 

anable tha coda to ba run compiatoly automatically. 

9 ,1 Input parameters 

At prasant tha usar is rotponsibla for supplying the fol lowing list of in sut 

paramatars to tha coda. Wi th experience, it should b< possibla to adopt a standard sat 

which ara su i tab la for mast condit ions. Only tha first of tha paramatars naad than ba given 

for each run. 

(11 Tha nama (or coda numbtr ) of th« LUT to bo usad. 

!21 Tha antennas to ba usad in f i t t ing tha temperature profila (saa below). Generally, 

thasa will ba tha «antral (horizontal) antannas which ara relatively insanaitiva to refraction 

and tha ptaams shapa. 

(31 Tha antannas to ba usad in tha plasma shapa f i t . An tannas which do not view 

the alasma (eg. tne outermost channels in the casa of a eieular plasma) can ba ignor -d . 

(41 Four parameters which specify when a measurement point is îo considered as 

unreliable and therefore not usad in the interpretation. The paramatars ara; 

{<) The maximum acceptable transversa spatial avaraging ( T S A ) . defined as a ha i f -w id*n >n 

the vortical direction. 

(ii) Tha maximum sccaptablo longitudinal spatial avaraging (LSAI, defined as the 

hal f -width of the raaonanoa in the radial direction, including broadening oue to tne 

spectrometer resolution. 

fiii) The maximum aceaptablo transmission through tha resonance layer, wnich specifies 

which soints are to be rejected because of inadequate screening. 

uvj The maximum allowed temperature profile vaiua relat ive is ;ne centrai -.omoerat „.-$,, 

~h<s is neeaed since ooints near the oiasma centra, wnare the orofiia is rather -;a:, 

contribute only noise to tha shapa fit. 
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(5) Parameters specifying tha spectrometers* resolution. Thasa enable tha TSA in it), 

above, to be estimated. 

(6) The number of Fourier and polynomial t e r m * (see Appendix 0 ) to be used in the 

shape f i t . 

(7) Artificial data points to stabilize the shapa fit (should not be necessary whan all 

tha required diagnostic data, see section 3*2, is available). If only the ECE tamparatura data 

from the outer half of tha plasma is used for the shape fit, tha f i t tad parameters (while 

giving a good representation of the shape in the outer half) may show a grossly unphysical 

shape for tha inner half of the plasma. Points on the plasma boundary and on tha interior 

m id-plane stabilize the fit and eliminate this problem. 

9.2 Steps In tha interpretation 

(1) The first deduced temperature profile (TSD1) 

The intensity of each point in the data is converted to an electron temperature. 

assuming that emission is i t tha black-body level. A calibration factor (constant for ail 

points) is used to scale the values, if desired. 

(2) Primary corrections 

These are applied to all the data points: 

(i) The (R,z) coordinates are calculated by interpolation in the LUT velues of Rp i n d z.. 

lii) The TSA is estimated from the LUT values of ^ u and *L The spectrometer resolution 

and ine LUT value of D„ are combined (as a root mean souare) to give the estimate of 

LSA. If either the TSA or LSA exceed the user specified limits, the point is flagged as 

unreliable and not used in the rest of the interpretat ion. 

liii) The screening efficiency for each point is estimated from the LUT data. If it is 

inadequate, the point is flagged for rejection. Otherwise, a correction for screening is 

made by subtracting the wal l reflected intensity, attenuated by the transmission through 

the resonance. This provides the second deduced temperature profi la (TED2Î. 

(31 The profi le fit 

Using the plasma shape specified in the LUT. the f -values of the points in the e e n -

:rai antennas are calculated. A ion- l inear least squares fit between these y "/slues 3f>: 

TS92 is used to f ind the parameters \ 9 and m in the analytic profi le form: 

Teif) = T„(i - ?*~) . I 5 0 ) 
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14) Tha shape fit 

The values of TED2 for all non-rejected points in tha user specified antennas, end 

the f i t ted profile, are used to calculate profi le values 

Points wi th velues of 9 greater than the limit given in tha input data are rejected. The 

others art used to calculate u-values; 

The code now has a table of <fU) coordinates wi th corresponding f -values Ideduced from 

the ECE datât plus a similar table from the magnetics data and any artifteal points. These 

tables ere input to e mult iple linear regression which fits tha "b-parametera" defining the 

pleama shepe (see Appendix Dt. 

The present Interpretation Code stops at this point, but an iteration could be made 

by choosing a new LUT (mare appropriate to tha deduced plasma shape) and repeating 

steps 1) to 4). 

9 .3 Output 

The essential output from the Interpretation Code, available in both graphical and 

numerical form, is the list of f i t ted profile and shape parameters, plus the corrected data 

points wi th their deduced temperatures (TE02). In addit ion to this, the coda also outputs: 

i't) The estimates of spatial averaging and screening, with an indication of which points 

have been rejected. 

tii) The sum of squares of the differences between the f i t ted profile and the data 

points. 

(iii) Two sums of squares for the shape fit. These are calculated using the differences 

between ^-ve lues deduced from equation 52 an^ those calculated from the LUT or the 

f i t ted b'perameters. These give an indication of both the self-consistency of the data 

and the suitability of the chosen LUT. 
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10 PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

Tha results presented -n this section ere intended only to il lustrate the functioning 

of ihe various codes. More detailed results, and in particular a study of the behaviour and 

limits of the Interpretation Code, must await the single-pass emission spectra calculated 

wi th tha Milan Code. 

f igure 5 shows spectra calculated for the ninm E-mode antennas, the single-pass 

and reflection spectra having been combined according to equation 1. even at this 

relatively low temperature <1 fcoV) intense emission occurs et high frequencies and the need 

for efficient iow-past fi lters far the Fabry-Psrots is •vident. 

The simulation of a Fabry-Perot interferometer wi th the spectrum far antenna 3 

gives the results shown in f igure 6. The second harmonic region of the spectrum is well 

recovered, except at the extreme outer edge ai the plasma (tha dip on the low frequency 

side! where the effect of f in i te resolution is apparent. 

The spectra for the three central antennas of f igure 5 (antenna numbers Z. 3 and *] 

were passed through the Fabry-Perot simulation and «he points used to peouce a 

temperature p r o ' i » sa a funct ion of y Figure 7 shows the fitted profile ana tne points 

used to obtain it. 

The spectra of the other six antennas were passed througn the Micnelson s i m u 

lation, and the data for ail nine antennas used to fit the olasmi shape. A result, with 

rsasonablv weil optimized interpretation Code parameters (section 9.11 is presented m f i g u 

re 3. The agreement between the deduced plasma shape and that used in the calculation of 

the spectra is satisfactory, despite tne relatively small numoer of points used -n the fît. 

These points (with the estimates of spatial averaging) are also plotted. 

A less well optimized choice of parameters gives the result shown in figure 9. The 

maximum allowed profi le value was increased from 95% I used for f igure 3) :a 99%. The 

extra points added around the plasma centre distort the deduced shape since small errors 

in their intensities give rise to large errors in the values of y (equation 52! aeduced for 

them. 
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ni-j 1TI2 

FIGURE 2. The 2-dimensional geometry of the diffuse reflection model: a plasma of 

arbitrary shaoe in a concave vacuum vessel and containing one or more straight, ver

tical resonance layers. "he wall is divided into a number of sectors, each small 

enough to be approximated by a straight line. 
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FIGURE 3. Mlusîraiion of rhe angles and lengths required in the calculation of power t rans-

far between two sectors. 



FIGURE 4. I l lustration of tha gaomatrv used in ths calculation of ths powar racaived by a 

saetor dua to diraet plasma ami: gion. 
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FIGURE 5. Spectra for the centrai rays lie tftose coincident with the antenna axes* 'or the 

nine E-mode antennas. The plasma conditions assumed were: central temperature 1 

keV. centrai density 5 x 1Q"M9 m-3. toroidal field 2.8 Tests and a D-shaped plasma ias 

in Table Dl. Appendix D). 
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FIGURE 6. Result of the simulation of a Fabry-Perot interferometer for the spectrum of 

antenna 3 in f igure 5. The curves show the input spectrum, the input spectrum 

multiplied by the system response and the output from the spactrometer. The 

Fsbry-Perot math assumed was #3. and the f i l ters used wars 24 * 32 for the ECE 

spectrum plus 2 x 32 for the black-body calibration. 
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FIGURE 7. Temperature profil* («a a function of p) fitiad to the data for intannaa 2. 3 and 

4 in figura 5. with Fabry-Parots assumad for th* maasurament (as in figura 6). Tha 

paints show tha (corrected) data points usad for the fit and the two curves are the 

irtotir and fitted profiles. 
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MAJOR RADIUS (ml 

FIGURE 8. Pitted plasma shape uatng all nina antennae of f igura 5. lAichelsons were 

assumad to ba used for all but tha 3 central antennas. The crossas are the simulated 

points with their sstimatad spatial averaging. Tha dashed curvas show the plasma 

shape used in tha spectral calculation, and the solid curves the deduced shape. 



MAJOR RADIUS (ml 

FIGURE 9. A limilar shape fit to figbra 8. but with poorly ehosan interpretation Code 

paramatars. Tha maximum allowed profila value in the shape fit waa increased from 

95% (used for figure B> to 99%. A number of extra points near the plasma centre 

were therefore added. 
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14 APPENDIX A: DEFINITION OF THE ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS 

(1) The purpose of this note is to establish a standard description and 
numbering of the JET antennas, to facilitate communication between the 
different groups involved and to provide a common system of identification 
of the antennas for the different computer codes.The dimensional information 
is taken from JET drawings SKK 191/016, 017 and 018, and the estimates of 
beam di vergence form measurements made at NPL. A1J_ references to the antennas 
in this note concern only the section closest to the plasma (|e before any bends), 
since it is the position, size and direction of the entrance apertures which 
define the viewing characteristics of the antennas. 

(2) Antenna Positions 

2. 1 The antennas are numbered 1 to 10, number 1 being the 0-mode antenna. 
They are divided into two groups, separated in the toroidal direction. Each 
group contains antennas located one above the other in the poloidal plane, 
and the two planes lie symmetrically on either side of the centre line 
of the port. The centres of the apertures of all the antennas are at the 
same distance from the torus axis. 

2.2. The "horizontal group" consists of four antennas in one poloidal olane, 
viewing the plasma along horizontal lines-of-sight : 

€ 
Figure 1 : View from /> 
the side (poloidal • 
cross-section). 

\ , * ' » > * 1 \ 

\ \ <r 

», T 
RsVi»! J J» 



The O-fflode antenna (number 1) is the only one to view the plasma in the mid-plane. 
2.3 The "oblique group" consists of six antennas in one poloidal plane, at 
various angles to the horizontal. The angle of the antenna axis with 
to the horizontal (si) is defined as being positive for the antennas which 
view the upper half of the plasma (8,9 and 10) and negative for those which 
view the lower half (5,6 and 7) : 

Figure 2 : 
View from the side. 
(poloidal cross-
section) «a Wx/ 

t̂ v ; ^/„ 

2.4. The horizontal distance of eacn antenna group from the port centre line 
is given by the coordinate :< (positive for the oblique antennas, negative for 
the .horizontal antennas 1: 

Figure 3 : View from above. 
{cross-section in raid-plane) 

x. 
A + 1 

_ f cf 
-•* T« tVk**,*4 rf*Jjf 

flwr 
* f > * L <*<!«. 
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For most purposes the different toroidal 
locations of the two antenna groups is irrelevant, because of the symmetry of 
their placement with respect to the toroidal field coils and the (assumed) 
symmetry of the antenna patterns. Only in the case of asymmetric effects due to 
the plasma current may it be necessary to take into account the difference 
between the two toroidal locations (eg if the refraction is asymmetric in the 
toroidal direction, the beams received by the two antenna groups will pass 
through regions of different toroidal field ripple). 

2.5. The following table summa"izes the positions of the centres of the antenna 
apertures. The coordinates are : R (major radius), x (toroidal distance from 
port centre) and z (vertical position). All dimensions are in millimetres. The 
angle o^is mesured between the horizontal plane and the antenna axis. 

TABLE I : SUMMARY OF ANTENNA POSITIONS 

Antenna 
number 
n 

Angle Coordina tes of aperture centre 
z* 

1* 0 4381 - 155 0 

2 0 4381 - 155 - 375 
3 0 4381 -155 - 130 

4 0 4381 - 155 + 255 

5 - 33.0 4381 + 155 - 547 
6 - 25.5 4381 + 155 - 386 
7 - 17.5 4381 + 155 - 229 
8 + 17.5 4381 + 155 + 54 
9 + 25.5 4381 -•• 1 5 5 + 211 
10 + 33.0 ' 4331 + 155 + 372 

* O-Tiode 



(3) Size of Antenna Apertures 

3.1. The aparturesare rectangular. On the plane normal to the antenna axis we 
define the horizontal width, b, and the height, a (not vertical for the oblique 
antennas) as the internal dimensions of the waveguide entrance. 

•e I- > 
Figure 4 : * 
View looking into 
the antenna aperture. 

a. 

There are three different aperture sizes : 

TABLE II : APERTURE SIZES 

! ANTENNA 
NUMBER a (mm) b (mm) 

1 ! 94 
i i 

1 ! 
1 

i 2,3,4 55 50 ! 
| 

: 5 to 10 55 50 j 

! 

3.2. For tie simulation calculations, we require the coordinates of various 

points in îe antenna aperture. There are most simply defined as "aperture 
::criinate. ', (h,v), in the plane of the ïpsrture with (Q,fl) beins the aperture 
: S S : . Ï . ."jj.ti-. '• cor'^rpc-s to the -v-?c'"'ion of increasing •< , positive v 
::rrssponds to the direction of increasing z. 

put- f : (k,ir) 

x 
• * — » — • 
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The absolute coordinates corresponding to the point (h,v) aie easily calculated 
from the aperture centre coordinates (table I) : 

R = R„, + v sinrfA j 
x = x, + h ) ( 1 ) 

2 = ZA + V COS 4 „ j 

(4) Beam Divergence 
4.1. We assume that the divergence can be defined using geometrical optics. The 
beam is represented by a set of rays, each of which is defined by two 
"divergence angles", measured with respect to the antenna axi,. The true 
"propagation angles" of the ray are calculated from the divergence angles and 
the antenna angle, cin. 

4.2. One divergence angle,4*, is in the poloidal plane : 

Figure 5 : Side View. 
(poloida! cross-section) 

z 
t 
T" 

Positive values ofM,correspond to an increase in the angle defining the 
direction of the ray {Jie_ the direction is «^+4*). 

4.3. The other divergence angle,A/1, is perpendicular to the poloidal plane, 
in the same plane as the antenna axis : 

Figure 6 : View from above 
in the plane of the antenna 
axis. 

x 

• 4 rt.irv.j-Jq 

http://rt.irv.j-Jq
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Positive values of jxp correspond to the direction of increasing x, for 
a ray leaving the antenna. 

4.4. The "propagation angles" (j£ the angles defining the direction of 
propagation with respect to the R,x , z coordinates) are defined at the 
antenna aperture. The angle in the poloidal plane is ^(positive values 
correspond to increasing z for a ray leaving the antenna) and f is 
the angle in the toroidal direction, measured in a plane pfc.-allel to the- mid-
plane. Positive f corresponds to increasing x for a ray leaving the antenna). 

Projecting a ray with divergence angles &< andfonto the two orthogonal planes 
parallel to the poloidal plane and mid-plane, respectively, gives : 

For all the angles Hkelj to be used ( fifii «= S',1**1 & 3 J*) , 
the approximation is adequate ( error<0.01"). 

(5) Specification of an arbitrary ray 

Following the discussion in sections 3 and 4, we can define any ray crossing 
an antenna aperture with just five parameters : 
(i) the antenna number, 
(ii) the relative coordinates in the antenna aperture, and 
(iii) the divergence angles (relative to the antenna axis). 

The absolute postion and direction of propagation can then be 
calculated from equations 1 ind 2. 

(6) Choice of rays to represent a beam 

6.1. For the purpose of calculating accurately the intensity coupled into 
each waveguide, it is desirable to use as aany rays as possible to represent 
the beam of the antenna. Due tc computational limits, however, the number of 
rays which can be used is very sstricted. The preliminary choice of rays 

> (2) 
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indicated here may need to be changed at later date : experience with the 
refraction calculations may show that more rays are needed in the outer 
channels, and perhaps fewer can be used for the central channels. 

6.2. Five rays are used to represent each beam. Their relative coordinates 
(In the antenna aperture) are : 
(i) at the centre, 
(ii) directly above and below the centre, at the edge of the aperture, 
(iii) on either side of the centre, at the aperture edges. 
Using the notation in section 3, we can easily calculate the relative and 
absolute coordinates where these rays cross the antenna aperture. 

TABLE III - RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE COORDINATES OF THE- FIVE RAYS 

1 
Ray Number 

T 

Relative 
h 

coordinates 
V 

Absolute 
R 

coordinates 
X z 

1 0 0 R 
n 

X 
n 

zn 
2 0 + a/2 R

n+a/2 s1n«t» xn R n + a/2 cos*, 

3 0 - a/2 Sn-a/2 sliK xn 
R_ - a/2 cos*, n * 

4 •*• b/2 0 Rn *n + b' 2 zn 
5 - b/2 0 R 

n * „ - b / 2 ! h 

S.3 Measurements on mock-up antennas at NPL indicate that the antenna pattern 
can be represented with reasonable accuracy as a Gaussian in each of the two 
othogonal d-.-ections (i*and<w). To fit the measured divergence characteristics 
we associate each of the rays 2 to 5 with a "maximum divergence angle" : 

£.2 = 3.0® ' max 

The divergence and propagation angles for each of the five rays are calculated 
as in section 4 : 



TABLE IV : DIVERGENCE AND PROPAGATION ANGLES OF THE FIVE RAYS 

Ray number 
•r 

Oivergenc e angles Propagation angles 

1 0 0 "ft 0 
Z 

max 0 * n + i°max 0 

3 max 0 «„, " K max 0 

4 0 *Tmax <n LP 
' max/ cos 0t„, 

5 0 ^yw oin /max/ cos^n. 

6.4. To calculate the average intensity observed by an antenna, each ray of 
each antenna is assigned a weight, and a weighted average of the intensity in 
each ray is made for all the antennas. Ue assume that the weights, w , depend 
only on the ray and not on the antenna number. The average intensity received by 
antenna n, ljjv, is then simply 

with (4) 

The ray weights chosen for the five rays of tables III and IV are : 
TABLE V : RAY WEIGHTS 

Ray number 
•r 

Weight 

1 0.40 

2 0.15 
3 0.15 ' 

4 0.15 
5 0.15 

6.5. A complete table of all the rays (coordinates, angles + weights) is 
given below. 



TABLE VI : LIST OF RAY COORDINATES AND ANGLES 

a >f k -̂  &cl. ¥ R X I IT r *r 

l 1 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 4331.0 -155.0 0,0 0,9 0.0 .400 
i 2 0,0 47,0 1.5 0.0 4381.0 -155.0 47,0 1.5 0.0 .ISO 
i 3 0.0 -47,0 -1.5 0.0 4381.0 -155,0 -47,0 -1.5 0,0 • 150 
i 4 25,0 0.0 0.0 3.0 4381.0 -130,0 0.0 0.0 3,0 «ISO 
i 5 -25,0 0.0 0.0 •3.0 4381.0 -190.0 0,0 0.0 -3,0 ,150 

2 I 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4381.0 -155,0 -375.0 0.0 0.0 ,400 
2 2 0.0 32,5 1.5 0.0 4381.0 -155,0 -342,5 1.5 0.0 .150 
2 3 0,0 -32.5 -1.5 0,0 4381.0 -155,0 -407,5 -1.5 0.0 .ISO 
2 4 25,0 0.0 0.0 3.0 4381.0 -130,0 -375,0 0.0 3.0 .150 
2 5 -25,0 0.0 0.0 -3,0 4331.0 -130,0 -375,0 0.0 -3.0 ,150 

3 1 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4381.0 -15S.0 •130,0 0.» 0,0 ,400 
3 2 0.0 32. 5 l.S 0.0 4381.0 -155,0 -97,5 us 0.0 • ISO 
3 3 0,0 - 3 2 . S -US 0,0 4381.0 -155,0 -162.5 -1.5 0,0 • ISO 
3 4 25.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 4381.0 -130,0 -130,0 0.0 3.0 .ISO 
3 5 -25,0 0.0 0.0 -3,0 4381.0 -190,0 -130,0 0.0 -3.0 .150 

4 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4381.0 -155,0 255.0 0,0 0.0 .400 
4 2 0,0 32.5 1.5 0,0 4381.0 -155,0 287.5 1.5 0,0 .150 
4 3 0,0 -32.5 •-1.5 0.0 4381.0 -155,0 222,5 -1.5 0.0 .150 
4 4 25,0 0.0 0.0 3.0 4331,0 -130.0 255,0 0,0 3.0 .ISO 
4 5 -25,0 0.0 0.0 -3,0 4381.0 -180,0 255,0 0.0 -3.0 .ISO 

S 1 0,0 9.0 0.0 0.0 43S1.0 155,0 -547,0 -33,9 0.0 «400 
5 2 0,0 27,5 1.5 0,0 4366.0 1SS.0 -523,a -31,5 0,0 ,lso 
S 3 0,0 -27,5 -1.5 0.0 4396.0 155,0 -570.1 -34. G 0.0 .150 
5 4 25.0 0,0 0.0 3.0 4381.0 190,0 -547,0 -33.0 3.6 .150 
5 5 -25,0 0.0 0.0 -3.0 4381.0 130.0 -54»,0 -33,0 -3,6 .150 

6 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4381.0 155,0 -386,0 -25,5 0.0 ,400 
6 2 0,0 27,5 us 0,0 4369.2 155,0 -361,2 -24.0 0.0 .150 
6 3 0,0 -27.5 -1.5 0,0 4392.S 155,0 -410,8 -27.0 0,0 .150 

« 4 25,0 0.0 0.0 3,0 4381.0 180,0 -386,0 -25.5 3.3 .150 
6 5 -2S.0 0.0 0.0 -3,0 4381.0 130,0 -386.0 -25.5 -3.3 • ISO 

7 i 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 4331.0 155,0 -22°,? -17.5 0.0 .400 
7 2 0,0 27.5 1.5 0,0 4372.7 155,0 -202,8 -16.0 0,0 .159 
7 3 0,0 -27.5 -1.5 0.0 4389.3 155,0 -255.2 -19.0 0,0 .150 
7 4 25,0 0.0 0.0 3.0 4381.0 130.0 -229.0 -17.5 3.1 ,150 
7 5 -25,0 0.0 0.0 -3,0 4381.0 130.0 -229.0 -17.5 -3.1 • ISO 

a 1 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0 4381.0 155,0 54.0 17.5 0.0 ,400 

a 2 0.0 27,5 1,5 0.0 4383.3 155,0 80,2 19,0 0.0 • ISO 

a 3 0,0 -27.5 -1.5 0,0 4372.T 155,0 27,3 16.0 0.0 • ISO 

a 4 25,0 0.0 0,0 3.0 4381.0 130.0 54,0 17.5 3.1 .150 

s 5 -25,0 0.0 0.0 •3,0 4381.0 130.0 54.0 17.5 -3.1 • ISO 

9 1 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4381.0 155.0 211.0 25.5 0,0 ,400 
9 2 0.0 27.5 1.5 0.0 4392.3 155.0 235.8 27.0 0.0 • ISO 
9 3 0.0 -27.5 -1.5 0,0 4369.2 155.0 136.2 24,0 0,0 .ISO 
9 4 2S.0 0,0 0,0 3.0 4381.1 110.0 211.0 25.5 3.3 .ISO 
9 5 -25.0 0.0 0,9 -3.0 4381.1 130,0 211.0 25.5 -3,3 .150 

13 1 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 4131.0 155,0 372.5 33.0 0.0 .400 
10 Z 0,0 27.5 1.5 0,0 4396.0 155.0 395.1 34.5 0,0 .150 
10 3 0.0 - 2 ' . 5 -l.S 0,0 4366.0 155.0 34a.9 31.5 0,0 ,150 
10 w 25.0 0,0 0.0 3.0 4361.? 110,0 372.? 33.0 3.6 .150 
10 5 -23.3 0.0 0.0 -3,0 433Î.? 130.0 372. ? 33.0 -3.6 .150 
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14 APPENDIX B: CHOICE OF FREQUENCIES FOR EMISSION 
CALCULATIONS 

This appendix dafines tha sat of points in tha plasma for which tha simulation c a l 

culations wi l l ba made. These wi l l also correspond to the points in the look-up tablas. A 

standardized sat of points is required since: 

Î) calculations will ba made by t w o différant codes (the single-pass emission calculation 

*t*d the reflection calculation), and 

ii> the number of points that can be calculated is very limited (due to tha cpu time 

required per point). 

The data us*d as input to the calculations described hers are: 

il the antenna positions and beam divergences Isea Appendix A) and 

îil tha "b-perameters" supplied by J6T to define a D-shaped plasma (see Ao pen dix D). 

The refraction calculation was made using the Z-D refraction code REFRAX, for the 

rays in the antenna representation which lia in the poloidal plane (ie. rays 1, 2 and 3). Ray 1 

lias along the antenna axis, and rays 2 and 3 are traced from the edges of tha antenna 

aperture, w i t h divergences Irelative to the axial of V-1.5* . 

The points are defined in terms of their resonant major radii. Tha corresponding 

frequencies can be calculated at the time the codes are executed, using the known soatial 

variation of the toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields. 

The criteria used to choose the points are: 

i) No more than about 60 points should ba selected (for the nine E-mode antennas). 

iil The points can be mora-or- less equally spaced in major radius in the central region of 

the plasma where the profiles are rather flat. At least one point should be located inside R 

• 2.96 m, to cheek on the limits set by harmonic overlap. 

Hil Near the edges of the plasma, the points should be more-or- less equally spaced in 

profile height. The profile used for the selection of tha points is one of "intermediate'' 

form (neither the moat peaked nor the flattest): 

1 - ?3 

where f \% saual to rare on the magnetic axis and equal to one at the piasma edge. 
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iv) Tha above criteria may need to ba modifiad near tha outer edge of tha plasma where 

tha beams of soma the antennas overlap, to avoid calculating points which are too closely 

spaced. 

Using the above criteria, a sot of points has been selected for the E-mode antennas 

(sea Table Bl) . The O-mode antenna (number 1) can use the same set of radii as antenna 3. 

For each point only the major radius is given. If the vertical coordinate is needed to 

caleulata the magnetic field (and hence frequency) it can be easily determined using tha 

position and direction of the antenna axis. 

Figures 81 and S2 show the locations of the points on the profiles for each of the 

antennas. Figure S3 shows tha locations of tha resonances in the plasma, taking into 

account refraction of tha beams, but ignoring any l ine-broadening. Tha refraction calcu

lation was made for a plasma of central density 5 * 10**19 m * * - 3 at 2.8 Testa, mnd at a 

frequency corresponding to the centra of the seeond harmonic. 

TABLE Bl : RESONANT RADII 

antenna: 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 

Mint 
2.720 2.730 2.720 2.720 2.720 2.720 2.720 2.720 2.720 

2 2.960 2.960 2.960 2.960 2.960 2.960 2.960 2.960 2.960 
3 i 3.200 3.200 3.200 3.200 3.200 3.200 3.200 3.200 3.200 
4 13. 440 3.440 3.440 3.440 3.440 3.440 3.440 3.440 3.440 
S : 630 i 3.530 3.680 3.680 3.660 3.796 3.766 3.680 3.680 
6 13.884 3.854 3.835 3.360 3.897 4.00S 3.960 3.860 3.859 
7 j3.370 3.929 3.an 3.98S 3.969 - 4.102 3.960 3.976 
8 ji.040 4.007 3.992 - 4.060 - - 4.040 4.067 
9 

10 

4. -:7 4.071 4.060 - - - - 4.102 -9 
10 - 4.137 4.126 - - - - - -

This is A total of 74 points for the 9 E-mode antennas. It has been found that the 

instrument simulations require a few extra points at lower frequencies in order to give 

accurate results. These soints emit principally in the first harmonic but ara entered as 

resonant rat;:: ai the second harmonic to ba consisent with those above. Tha extra points 

added to a,' antennas are at radii: 4.200. 4.600 and 5.100 m. 
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FIGURE 32: Radii cnosan far the calculation or specïra m antennas 2. 4, 9 and 10. The 

points i ra T U r k i d on tht tamoerature profiie along tha i in * of signt for «aen 

antanna. 
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IS APPENDIX C: OPTIMUM FILTERS FOR THE FABRY-PEROTS 

Tha study of filters for tha Fabry-Parot Interferometers (FPI'sl reported in / I S / 

concentrated mainly on tha results that could ba obtained with filters typical of those 

currently available. In this appendix we report on tha saarch for an "optimum" fil ler, which 

could serve as a design goal for any future improvements in fi lter fabricat ion. 

Tha best possible low-pass f i l ter would have a rectangular characteristic: an 

infinitely staep edge, unity transmission below the edge frequency snd zero transmission 

above. Since such a filter cannot ba realized, wa define instead the fo l lowing criteria for a 

mora realistic "optimum" fi lter: 

i} Tha pats -band transmission ia unity-

it) High frequency leakage should be sufficiently small that tha contr ibut ion of the FPt's 

high order transmission is negligible. 

iiil The cut -o f f edge should commence above tha highest frequency of interest in tha 

spectrum. 

iv> The edge region should ba sufficiently narrow to avoid problems of second order 

leakage in tha low frequency part of the measured spectrum. 

(For definit ions of tha terms used above and elsewhere in this appendix refer to the 

main text or /15/}. 

In addition wa wish to know how critical the placement of tha cu t -o f f edge is wi th 

respect to tha range of frequencies to be measured, since this determines tne range of 

magnetic field for which a single fi lter can be used. 

To carry out these investigations, 'he code has been slightly modified, so that now 

the option of a "variable" filter is available. Tha normal operation of tha code with "s tan

dard" f i l ters is not affected by these changes. 

Tha variable fi lter has the vary simple transmission characteristic shown in f igure 

C I : unity transmission below a frequency "TL , a transmission V ^ above a frequency 

f.„~ and a linear fall between these two points. 
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Wa first consider ths usa of a variable filter alone, that is, with no extra filters 

added for the black-body calibration. 

To separate the effects of second order leakage around the filter edge and high 

order leakage, wa commence wi th t f i l ter w i th v , ^ • 0 {for which there is. of course, no 

high order leakage). The edge frequency l -^*— > '* * ' *sd at 165 GHz and 'C r r is varied. F igu

re C2 compares the black-body responses of an "ideal*" FP-I (one which transmits only in 

first order) w i th a real FPl whose variable f i l ter has f^** • 165.1. 185 and 205 GHz. For 

frequencies around 150 to 160 GHz. the responses wi th the variable fi lters tie below the 

"ideal" response, since the fi lter edge cuts off some of the first order resonance. This 

effect was noted in ihe FPSIM report /15 / . and should not be important unless the 

response becomes so low es to effect the s ignal - to-noise ratio in measured spectra. At the 

low frequency end of the spectrum (below about 130 GHz) the curves tend to rise above 

the ideal response This is due to leakage of second order radiation in the region of the 

f i l ter edge. Whan the edge region is very wide J f ^ - " 205 GHxJ this effect mey be 

significant, but it is negligible in the other cases. A repetit ion of this calculation w i t h 

^ shifted to 175 GHz shows a similar result: the second order leak is not signif icant 

provided that ?ttp*- is less than about 135 GHz. 

To investigate the importance of high frequency leakage, black-body responses have 

also been calculated for a f i l ter with £*j» • 165 GHz, *£?«- * IBS GHz and several different 

values of ^ a * : 0.001, 0.0001 and 0.00001. The results are shown in figure C3. When ' ' ^ * 

0.001. the leekage is obviously unacceptable in the low frequency region. Re cing ' / i , , . to 

0.0001 gives a much better result, essentially the same as that obtained when the (eefc is 

further reduced to 0.00001. 

We conclude that, for accurate calibration of the FPfs wi th a black-body source, tha 

optimum filter has sn edge region no more than 20 - 30 GHz wide and a leakage above the 

edge region of not more than . 0 1 % . Simulation of the measurement of a typical JET 

spectrum by an FPt with such a filter ( r ^ « ies GHz. f „ f * * 185 GHz. v ^ • . 0 1 % ! gives, 

not surprisingly, the quite satisfactory result shown in f igure C«, 

As noted in the FPSIM report, the f i l tering problem is more severe during 

Diack-boay calibration tnan aurmg =c£ measurements, because of the intense high 

frequency emission of a black-body source. It is therefore interesting to examine the extent 
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to which the limits on fi lter performance can be relaxed if addit ional high frequency 

blocking fi l ters are used during black-body calibration. 

The fi lter characteristic vhosen for the addit ional black-body calibration fi lter is 

that of a number 32 type G filter (unity transmission below 160 GHz, 10% transmission 

above 285 GHz and linear fall between these two points). Since this filter g ivai a factor 10 

rejection at high frequencies, we increase the high frequency leakage of the variable fi lter 

by a factor of 10 far each number 32 f i l ter uaad. Figure CS shows the black-body 

responses: the first w i th one number 32 f i l ler and a high frequency leak through the 

variable f i l ter of 0.001. the second wi th two number 32 fi lters and « ^ • 0-01. Since the 

high frequency lockage of t h e n combinations i i exactly the same as the single veriable 

filter w i th V j ^ * 0.0001. any di f ferencei must be due to second order leakage around the 

edge ragion. As f igure CS shows, there is soma second order leakage balow 120 GHz for 

both the fi lter combinations: this could bo reduced by replacing the number 32 f i l ter by a 

number 31, which has a lower cut -of f frequency (160 GHzJ. 

The simulated spectra obtained wi th these t w o fi lter combinations are shown in 

figures CS and C7 In f igure C6 we see that a .Hter w i th 1 ^ • 0.001 gives good results. 

but when this lest is increased to 0.01 (f igura C7) the simulation gives an output ierger 

than the input spectrum - an effect due to leakage during the ECS "measurement". We can 

conclude that, for the measurement of ECE spectra, a high frequency leakage of not more 

than 0 . 1 % is permissible and that at leest an addit ional factor of 10 rejection must be used 

during black-body calibration. This result is consistent w i t h that found in the FPSIM report 

(f igure 31) where a number 25 fi l ler (with leakage increased to 1%) combined wi th a number 

32 filter, was found satisfactory for ECE measurements. In that case, two addit ional number 

32 filters were required during black-body calibration since the number 25 f i l ter needs 

good blocking at very high frequencies-

In stating the conclusions of the present work, the same cautions should be borne 

'•A mind as ware listed in section 6.2 of the FPSIM report. However, these uncertainties are 

unlikely to change the overall conclusions regarding the def ini t ion of "optimum" fi lters: 

11 When one fi lter is used alone (that is. for both ECE measurements and black-body 

spectral calibration) it should have a high frequency leakage of not more than 0.01%. 

The edge region of the filter should be no more than 20 - 30 GHz wide and located just 

above the highest frequencies of interest in the spectrum. 
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1 

2) Whan axtra filtars may ba addad during black-body calibration, tha laakaga 

raquiramant of tha filtar is lass savara. A high fraquoncy laakcga of up to 0.1% is accap-

tabla for ECE maasu ramants, but it must ba faducad bv s factor of 10 during th* cali

bration. 

Thaaa conclusions apply to tha caaa of a magnatîc fiafd of 2.8 Tasla, and an PPI 

with #2 mashas. Thay can. if necessary, ba sasiiy aealad to othar fislds las tndtcatad in tha 

FPSIM raport) provided that tha PPI mashas ara cnangad to maintain approximatsly tha 

sama finassa. 
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PtGURE C I . Transmission characteristic of the variable -Hier. 
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FIGURE C2. Blaek-ootiy responses of "ideal" FPI compared to responses of real FPI's having 

fi l ters wi th W , , - 165 GHz, V , " 0 »no "-T " 165.1, 185 and 205 GHz. 
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FIGURE C7. Simulation of maasuremant using variable filter with **tm a 165 GHz. '«^v 

185 GH« and ^ » f - 0.01. Two number 32 filters added during calibration. 
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16 APPENDIX 0: THE PLASMA SHAPE COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION 

Tha plasma snaps (ie. tha intersection of tha magnetic f lux surfaces wi th tha 

poioidal cross-section} is needed in the simulation codas to specify thm 2-dintensions! d i s 

tr ibution of the electron temperature and dansity and the poloidel f ield. An analytic expres

sion far the shape, wi th a number of free parameters, has been supplied by JET for these 

calculations. During the interpretation the parameters are f i t ted to give a shape in 

agreement w i th the measured data. 

Tha shape is specified by the coordinate transform: 

(D1» 

where (R,s) are the cartesian coordinates In the poloidal plana (R is tha major radius, equal 

to R, À ; the vacuum vessel centra, and z is the vertical posit ion wi th respect to the 

mid-pianel . The poloidal angle e> is measured upwards from the mid-plane {direction of 

increasing major radius) and the "normalised flux surface laber,<f, varies between zero at 

the plasma centre and one at tha edge. Temperature and dansity profiles *rm thus functions 

of JP only- The function f(y**) contains the "b-parametsrs" which define the plasma shape: 

The maximum number of Fourier terms, M. is 10 and the maximum order of the polynomial, 

N. is 5. In practice, it appears that M « 6 and N « 3 will be sufficient. 

In tha codes described in tha main text, the problem is generally to calculate 

temperature or density from tha cartesian coordinates (R.ZJ. The relationship (01) must 

therefore be inverted to give ^ i s a funct ion of R and z. Tha simplest method which has 

been found, valid for N • 3, is to use the direct analytic solution of the cubic equation in 

<{>. The poloidal angle is easily obtained: 

O- =. C«^_ * ._ Â - •'< » - -r,.., ' Zj (D3I 



so that (D1) can be re -wr i t ten as 

= ± <k-r 

Uk 3 ^ ^ 4 CM f( * - ! ) * ) . 

Equation (04) can bo wr i t ten as 

* «M,)^> W>)V -*'/*, - ° 

which can bo solved eiiactly tAbramowitz and S tag un, 3.&2I. Wri t ing 

and , 

5 z . ^ . ^ ^ * f 

the solution is: 

-5 * * . - «<»A<, 

(D4) 

<DSt 

(f + i " i . / ^ ; r * v - * ' "•" ' " " J IDS) 

(D7I 

109) 

This solution has been found to b« numsrically woll behaved for physically 

reasonable plasma ihapas. Tha solution oxists for all (R.zl and rises smoothly above one 

outside the- plasma. Only in tha ease of unreasonable sets of b-parsmeters led. doducsd by 

ihe Interpretation Cods from bad data) do precautions need to be taken against negative 

square roots in equation (D8I. 
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Two sett of b-parametare have baan used for the present calculations, on» 

specifying a ^-shaped plasma the other circular. The numerical values arg given in Tables 

Ot and Oil. Figure 01 shows the form of the D-shaped plasma for savarsl valuas 

of f. and the shape of vacuum vessel usad in the reflection modal. 

TABLE 01: b-PAAAMETERS FOR THE COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION 

(DEE-SHAPED PLASMA) 

Fourier t 2 3 4 S 6 

Poly 

l .3391E+1 -.6976Ï-1 -.5369E0O .4691E-I .SS56E-1 -.2341E-1 

2 -.«029E+1 -.1253600 -6244E00 -.5720E-1 -.36535-1 .6362E-1 

3 .2169E+1 -.3606E-1 --3985EO0 .1123EOO .8102E-2 -.6722E-1 

TABLE Oil: b-PAHAMETEHS FOR THE COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION 

(CIRCULAR PLASMA) 

Fourier 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Poly 

1 .2578E+1 .15S9E00 --1745E-1 •4356E-2 -.2231E-2 -.2677E-2 

2 -.3031E+1 -.37S9EOO .885SE-2 . S806E-2 .5341E-2 .7561E-2 

3 .1610E+1 .150BE0O .S465E-2 .84ISE-2 -.8S33E-2 j -.4958E-2 | 
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